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Czech and Slovak Section (CAZWV)  
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Roman Vodička 
Address: U Trojského zámku 3/120, 171 00 Praha 7 – Trója, Czech Republic 
Email: vodicka@zoopraha.cz 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
The CAZWV organized its annual meeting from 3. to 4. October in Jihlava.  
The title of this conference was “Drugs and medication in zoo conditions”.  
The meeting attended about 60 veterinarians and students. We had different presentations from zoo-colleagues 
and colleagues which work with exotic pets. On Saturday we had only lectures and on Sunday we visited the Zoo 
Jihlava.   
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
Next meeting should be in October 2016 in Zoo Ostrava. We still don´t have the title of this conference.   
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
     
 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 
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DVG ZWE section 
For the year 2015 we have nothing to report. We are still in negotiation with the DVG if our group will move on or 
will be integrated into another group.  
As for now there will be no main conference or meeting this year. We are partners in a conference of the German 
Veterinary Association for the Protection of Animals on the 10th and 11th of June 2016 in the Zoo Wilhelma in 
Stuttgart. The topic of this conference is going to be on animal welfare in circus and zoo.  
For more information see www.dvg-zwe.de . 
  

Association Francophone des Vétérinaires de Parc Zoologique - 
A.F.V.P.Z. 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Alex Lécu 
Email: alecu@vetosphere.com 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 

 Conferences and General Assembly :  
o October 2015 in Amnéville Zoo.  

 The ethic committee was officially elected. It’s made up of 5 members of different work 
status (employed, private practice, etc..) and will help the AFVPZ with ethical question 
(experimentation, members relationship, …) 

 More then 13 clinical presentations were made. Among them, a study on ECMV virus in 
Elephants / rodents and a study on Simian Retrovirus.  

o March 2016 at the Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris 
 3 Student’s thesis grants were delivered by vote : one on marine turtle polyarthrtitis, 

one on Strygiform’s hemoparasites and one on E.coli antibioresistance profile 
comparison between wild and captive ungulates. 

 1 Conservation Medicine Grant was provided to the Association Projet Gorille Fernan-
Vaz for Gorilla rescue in Gabon 

 

 AFVPZ is deeply involved in French Animal Health laws and did several meetings with Ministry about avian 
influenza (12 zoos vaccinated part of their bird collection), blue tongue and , more recently, animal 
welfare 

 AFVPZ was engaged in the expertise of Animal Diseases Hierarchy that was asked to ANSES : classification 
and actual weight of all infectious disease for all animal taxa in the different categories : exotics, zoos, 
labs, circus. 

 On the March meeting, Alexis Lécu stops presidency after his 2x3 years mandate (constitution limit of 2 
consecutive mandates) and passed the torch to Romain Potier, former vet in Beauval Zoo, and now in 
private zoo practice in Nantes. He’ll be the new AFVPZ president for the next 3 years, with the support of 
his board. 

 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
 

o Next meeting will be in Besancon on the 13th and 14th of October 2016. AFVPZ will surely organize its first 
workshop at this occasion, topic is not chosen yet. 

o AFVPZ Board meeting will occur in June, in order to re-shape the boar and to distribute current and new 
roles/responsibility to each board members, especially on the following topics: communication, 
regulatory monitoring, labs relationships, etc.. 

o AFVPZ supports the Yaboumba conference that will be held from 30/06 to 02/07 in Paris. 
 

http://www.dvg-zwe.de/
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REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
 

1. We would like to know the position of EAZWV towards study on zoo animals (pharmacology, etc..) 
from the ethical point of view of animal experimentation. We know this is mostly depending on 
national regulation, but this is sometimes a blurry zone (treatment trial? real experimentation? pure 
vet practice ?), and the position of EAZWV as umbrella organization would help us 

2. We would like to renovate or website to be “in phase” with the new EAZWV website. Thus, we’re 
asking for the funding of our section for this purpose. 

 
 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 

British Veterinary Zoological Society (BVZS) 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Michael Fielding 
Address: Penthouse , Braxfield Court St.Annes U.K. FY8 1LQ 
Email: faecasimiae@aol.com 
 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
The British Section is represented by the British Veterinary Zoological Society (BVZS) a specialist division of the 
British Veterinary Association (BVA). 
  The British section has held two major meetings since the last board meeting in Barcelona2015. The first of these 
was at Bristol Zoo in November 2015 and was a 2.5 day meeting including a visit to the Zoo and a social evening on 
the estuary on the Saturday. The meeting was well attended by over 100 delegates and  focussed largely on small 
exotic  pets, with round table discussions on Reptiles ,Birds, Mammals, Zoo animals and wildlife. The meeting was 
fully booked with over 100 delegates. Speakers included Nico Schoemaker,Tom Bailey, Yvonne van Zeeland 
amongst  over 20 different contributors. 
      The Spring meeting held at Chester over 2.5 days also included a zoo visit and attendance of over 100 
delegates. The main theme was wildlife health and the problems of control in trade of such species. Parallel 
sessions were held for Nurses and Novel treatments and Techniques were discussed in the general sessions along 
with a debate on Zoo animals “ How often should we interfere?” Additional sessions included infectious diseases 
and conservation. Speakers included  Brian Coles, Neil Forbes, Vic Simpson and  a further  25 contributors. 
    Speakers from BVZS also contributed to the London Vet Show in November 2015. 
The BVZS has also entered discussions with DEFRA & CASC with regard to the keeping of non- traditional 
companion animals (NTCAs) with a view to identifying those species which may be unsuitable and protocols for 
controlling these and  ensuring their welfare.  Other subjects on which the BVZS has been consulted include 
improving undergraduate/ graduate day one competences and the keeping of primates as pets. 
     Member numbers continue to vary as we note that many students who fail to get work with a degree of exotic 
animal Access, do drop out of membership after a year ot two, but none the less with new enrolments our number 
continue to be maintained. 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
    The Next major meeting will be held in September of 2016 at Pembroke College Oxford . All are welcome. 
  
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
  
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 
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DFZVO (Dutch and Flemish Zoo Vet Organisation) 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Jacques Kaandorp 
Address: Safaripark Beekse Bergen, Beekse Bergen 31, 5081 NJ, Hivarenbeek, The Netherlands. 
Email: j.kaandorp@beeksebergen.nl 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
Meeting 2015 Ouwehands Dierenpark, Rhenen in memory of Andries van Foreest 
Meeting autumn in Dierpark Amersfoort, Amersfoort with general topics 
Meeting March 2016 in Artis Natura magistra, Amsterdam on tuberculosis diagnostics together with CVI, Lelystad 
(Elisa’s), Utrecht University (Victor Rutten, Gamma-interferon) 
 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
Full day meeting at Stchting AAP, Ammere 
Autumn Meeting (no benue yet) 
 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK : None 
  
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP : None 
  

Hungarian Section  
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Endre Sós 
Address: 1146 Budapest, Allatkerti krt. 6-12., Hungary 
Email: drsos@zoobudapest.com 
 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
 
The EAZW Hungarian Section organized its annual international meeting from the 1st till the 3rd of April, 2016. This 
was the 14th annual conference in a row since we had established our EAZWV section.  
The title of this conference was the „Anaesthesia and monitoring of wild and zoo animals; anaesthesia vs. medical 
training; psychotic diseases in zoo and exotic animals”. 
We got a record number of conference attendees, finally 153 participants turned up for the two days long meeting 
(with 24 presentations and two open discussions). The invited speakers were: Dr. Nigel Caulkett (Calgary University, 
Canada), Dr. Chris Walzer (University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria), Dr. Giuliano Ravasio (University of 
Milan, Italy) and Dr. William Magnone (Parco Natura Viva, Italy). The post-conference trip visited Jászberény Zoo in 
central Hungary and the recently established Eagle Center nearby (conservation and education center for Imperial 
and White-tailed eagles).  
Prior to the conference we also organized a workshop about “Deer medicine”, covering ecological status in Hungary, 
anaesthesia, internal medicine and infectious diseases. This workshop attracted 32 persons and included practical 
parts at the Budakeszi Wildlife Park. The main speakers were Dr. Caulkett and other national experts of the topic. 
 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
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Apart from this big annual event we are working on our new website (by the decision of the EAZWV Board we got a 
500 EUR support to recreate this; we plan to finish it by the Atlanta meeting).  
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
 
If the 500 EUR funding is available again we would be able to organize a one-day long workshop in November 
about “simple laboratory investigations”. The aim of this workshop would be to help zoo and wildlife practitioners 
to carry out easy, relatively simple examinations on site (like microscopic evaluation of skin scrapings, urine 
analysis, impression smears with quick staining methods, etc.).  
      
 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 
 
If there is a request from the Board to provide names to write possible fact sheets we are happy to do so. 

 

 Iberian Section 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Hugo Fernández 
Email: hugofb_zoo@yahoo.com 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 

On Nov. 27th and 28th 2015, sixty-one Portuguese and Spanish veterinarians (including 34 EAZWV 
members) from zoos, wildlife rehabilition centers or otherwise involved in zoological medicine attended 
the II Reunión de la Sección Ibérica de EAZWV held at Faunia (Madrid). The scientific program comprised a 
total of 16 oral and 5 poster presentations ranging from case reports to research in phisiopathology, as 
well as a roundtable on contraception (led by Yedra Feltrer) and another on steroidal hormone analysis 
(led by Manel López-Bejar). The meeting was a great success, topped with an excellent tapas dinner.  

PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
We agreed to convene in Lisbon in autumn 2016, follow the section area on the EAZWV website for more info. 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
 

 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 

 

Nordisk Zoo och Viltveterinär Förening/Nordisk Zoo og Vildt Veterinær 
Forening/Nordic Zoo and Wildlife Veterinary Group.  
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Torsten Moller 
Address:  
Email: torsten.moller@kolmarden.com  
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
 
Nordic Zoo and Wildlife Veterinary Group 
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Report from Annual Meeting in Kristiansand, Norway, 25-28 Feb 2016 
This annual 3 full day Conference was arranged by Rolf-Arne Ölberg at Dyreparken, Kristiansand, Norway and was 
attended by 32 colleagues from Sweden, Denmark and Norway. 
The scientific program was superb, especially the five lectures on gross lesion pathology and emerging diseases 
given by Emeritus Professor Ian K. Barker, Ontario Veterinary College, Canada, who also provided instructive pdfs 
on macroscopical lesions found at necropsy. Other interesting talks were presented on a new technique for wolf 
capture in zoos, chronic pain management, reproduction management in felids, CT-diagnostics, research in zoos 
and immobilization of wild walrus and muskoxen. 
The sponsors provided good information on new drugs, zoo nutrition and vaccines. 
Other memorable moments were the food provided by the Hotel Dyreparken with fresh seafood, daily sushi dishes 
and fancy desserts.  
Torsten Möller is representing the Nordic Section in EAZWV, Rolf-Arne Ölberg in the EAZA Veterinary Committee.  
 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
 
The next yearly meeting will be hosted by Aalborg Zoo, Denmark January 2017. 
 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
 
  
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 
 
Will report back on these areas. Please see suggestions from Information Form reported last autumn on request of 
the board.  

  

Società Italiana Veterinari degli Animali Selvatici e da Zoo - SIVASZOO 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: William Magnone 
Address: Parco Natura Viva - Bussolengo (VR) 
Email: william.magnone@parconaturaviva.it 
  
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 

 Annual conference-workshop was held in autumn 2015 on “Management and Medicine of Wild Equids” at 
Padua University and with the practical workshop at Valcorba Zoo, North Italy where zebras was 
anesthetized for management reasons (castration). 

Other courses: 

 Wildlife and domestic animal capture in emergency situations - basic course April 2015 
  

 Wildlife and domestic animal capture in emergency situations advanced training course April 2016  
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 

Our next annual conference and General Assembly will be probably held in October 2016 in Naples Zoo and the 
focus of the scientific program will be “Elephant Management and medicine”. 
For any further info have a look on http://www.sivaszoo.it 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 

mailto:william.magnone@parconaturaviva.it
https://webmail.parconaturaviva.it/owa/redir.aspx?C=5Po2tJZHuEKKDd0v17jYpBxNngOxTNEIshRFhQ8OlT8Ej8XJw7XD45A6zvucIfjjrWZX4A9ujkM.&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.sivaszoo.it%2f
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Schweizer Vereinigung für Zoo- Wild und Heimtiere - SVZWH 
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Annette Liesegang 
Email: aliese@nutrivet.uzh.ch 
 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
The Swiss Section has approximately 126 members many of those working in general practice with a substantial 
amount of exotic animal work. The number of members has increased this year, since we had a new policy in the 
Swiss Society of Veterinarians. Every member of the Swiss Society needs to be a member in at least ONE section. 
We now have some more members (about 10 more than the other years).  
The SVZWH holds one meeting each year. The last in November 2015 held at the University of Zurich Vet School, 
which was a whole day continuing education with talks in the morning, and practical work in the afternoon on 
teeth health in rodents and rabbits.  
The general assembly was held in March 2016 at Stiftung Wildstation Landshut in Utzenstorf, where  2 talks were 
given on supported projects (Investigation on nutrients in fish, Iron storage disease in lemurs).  
 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
The next meeting is to be held in November 2016 with a half day continuing education program on ophthalmology 
in birds, small mammals and reptiles. 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
Funding for this year´s continuing education in November.     
 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 
Workshop themes are suggested by our members in the general assemby 
 

Student Section  
 
SECTION REPRESENTATIVE TO EAZWV 
Name: Javier Martínez 
Address:  
Email: javiermartinez_71@hotmail.com 
 
ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN DURING THE PERIOD May 2015-April 2016 
 
Student Workshop 2015: 
Lisbon Zoo, Portugal, 3 – 6 September 2015 
Topic: “Conservation Strategies: ex-situ population management and reintroduction” 
Designed mainly for undergraduates or new graduates with an interest on conservation techniques and breeding 
programmes. The inscription fee was 200€ including workshop material, hostel accommodation, transportation to 
and from the zoo, all meals and one festive evening. Only 287,96€ were needed from the backup budget. This money 
was recovered from 2013/2014 board. 
Available for 20 students. 14 students attended, from 7 different nationalities. 
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Main speakers: Eng. José Dias Ferreira, curator of mammals at Lisbon Zoo and coordinator of the Persian-leopard 
EEP; Dr. Rui Bernardino and Dr. Teresa Lobo Fernandes, veterinarians at Lisbon Zoo; Dr. Rodrigo Serra, director of 
the Iberian Lynx Reproduction Centre in Portugal; Kim Gruetzmacher and Javier Martinez.  
Practical session: all participants presented a scientific paper of interest to the main topic, and a group exercise of 
evaluation and constructive criticism was conducted. Results were very positive as all students learnt ways of 
improving their scientific presentations and provided constructive opinions on their colleagues’ work. The main idea 
of this workshop is providing a safe environment to students where improving their public speaking and presentation 
skills.  
On Saturday and Sunday the participants had the chance to visit Lisbon Zoo and Lisbon Oceanarium. On Sunday an 
exclusive opportunity was also provided to the students: a visit to the Iberian Lynx Reproduction Centre in Silves, 
south of Portugal. This centre is closed to the public but the director opened it to a small group of students which 
got to know all the different phases in the process of breeding one of the most endangered felids in the world. Each 
student chose which activity to conduct on Sunday. 
 
Student grants for Atlanta Conference 
The EAZWV main board gently decided to help students to attend the AAZV/EAZWV/IZW joint conference in Atlanta, 
offering 10 scholarships for student members. The scholarship includes the registration fee for the conference. It 
was advertise on facebook, the newsletter, and via e-mail to all student members. Only 6 applied for it, therefore all 
of them got it. Just to mention, 5 out of 6 are presenting poster or oral presentation in Atlanta.   
 
 
PLANNED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEXT 12 MONTHS (May 2016-April 2017) 
 
Student Summer School 2016 
Planned for 22 – 26 August 2016, Paris, France 
Parc Zoologique de Paris and Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes, Hosts Alexis Lecú and Norin Chai. 
General programme and scientific programme being organized by Maya Kummrow.  
Logistics organized by the Student Representative and the Student Board: advertisement of the event; registration; 
finances; transportation of students and lecturers; accommodation for students and lecturers; all meals; festive 
events; gifts. 
 
Externship Programme 
Part of the EAZWV’s mission is to increase the knowledge, skills and competencies of its members, namely through 
the provision of externship opportunities. To be able to do so, we ask our members to consider the hypothesis of 
receiving and tutoring students in your institution.   
We define two different types of externship: 

1) the clinical externship, “see&practice” in which the student would accompany the veterinary practitioner 
in the normal routine work of the collection. The institutions will be able to disclose beforehand the level 
of clinical involvement – mainly observation, active involvement with chance to work own cases, 
development of particular project; 

2) the research externship, in which the student would be included in a research project and/or attributed a 
set of data to work on, with the final purpose of presenting a scientific poster or even writing a scientific 
paper, with guidance from the institution. 

A questionnaire is prepared to be sent out to all members, as soon as the new website is running. 
 
REQUESTS REQUIRING BOARD FEEDBACK (eg items requiring board approval or funding) 
 
Changes in the Student Section  
After being approved as a Student Section, we are working on a new Constitution based on the EAZWV one, and the 
ones from Iberian and German section. It will comply the aims and function of this section, as well as the board 
members it should have.  
We thought about changing the structure of the Board to suit the needs of the Student Section. Proposed positions 
are as follows: 
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1) President: responsible for coordinating the work of the board and connecting the student section to the 
main board of the association; manage budget; help organize general activities. 

2) Secretary: manage the list of members of the student Section; manage budget; help organize general 
activities.  

3) Communication responsible (Public relations): prepare the parts of the newsletter assigned to the Student 
Section; manage social media accounts; help organize general activities. 

4) Education responsible (Students representative): manage externship list; answer student questions and 
requests; help organize general activities.   

 
Bank account 
As discussed and approved on the previous board meeting, our section´s bank account lies now under the main 
association´s account. This means less problems when the board members change and a faster way to get the money 
we need for our activities. Thanks to this managing improvement we´ll be able to use our budget in a more practical 
way. 
Things to Discuss at Board Meeting 
We would like to propose a discussion regarding the organization of the summer school, regarding the possibility of 
making it a more collaborative project in all aspects between the Student Section and the Education Committee. 
 
REQUESTS OF THE MEMBERSHIP (e.g. call for new members, call for ideas for new e-courses, workshop themes, 
volunteers to write infectious diseases fact sheets, etc. ) 


